Jenne® is your VAD for Hanwha Techwin
Security and Surveillance Products

Jenne, Inc. is a leading U.S. based value-added distributor of technology products and solutions focusing on unified communications and collaboration, data networking, video conferencing, physical security, the Internet of Things (IoT) and the Cloud, including equipment and software for the Enterprise and SMB markets. We are experts in Security and Surveillance products and solutions, and have a designated security team to assist with pre- and post-sales.

Jenne Offers Your Complete Security and Surveillance Product Solutions

How can Jenne help you?
• Complete IP solutions to fit customer needs
• Network support to ensure functionality for you and your customers
• Equipment staging and configuration, including configuring IP addresses, updating firmware, and populating spreadsheets
• Quote and order assistance to ensure correct equipment is on hand for projects
• System design assistance with RFP, camera selection, and infrastructure selection
• Extended term financing options available
• Training and education events for system design, configuration and operation

The Hanwha Techwin Difference
Hanwha Techwin delivers a wide range of reliable security and surveillance products, including cameras, recorders, monitors, video management software and control systems. Hanwha Techwin’s turnkey operation allows users to remotely manage and control their entire system and monitor through any Android and/or Apple device. Hanwha Techwin provides high quality monitoring and easily integrates into an existing network.

Security Market Overview
• Market size: The global electronic security market is growing about 10% annually and is forecast to exceed $60 billion by 2024. (Source: Global Market Insights)
• Market demand is being driven and developed by increased prosperity, urbanization, a general trend towards greater security consideration and growing concerns over liability.
• Security crosses all areas of business and government/municipal organizations. Schools and health care providers/agencies are the customer segments with the highest penetration of network video products.
• Major growth potential for the sector is expected from new vertical markets; and customers’ realization that the value of surveillance video extends beyond security (for inventory management; measurements of customer behavior in the retail sector; and remote monitoring within healthcare).
• Stricter legal requirements on camera surveillance within specific areas also will give rise to new business opportunities.
Security Market Overview

**Cameras**
- IP/analog dome, fixed, bullets, and PTZ
- 360/180 degree full HD 1080p with panoramic
- True wide dynamic range, up to 60fps
- 4K ultra HD 8 megapixel
- Wisenet WAVE mobile Android/Apple devices remote access
- Multi streaming
- 3 year warranty
- Triple codec H.265/H.264/MJPEG (video compression)
- WiseStream technology reduces bandwidth
- Hallway view (rotate 90°/270°)
- People counting & HeatMap
- PTZ hand-over alarm triggers
- Defog, motion detection, defocus detection, tampering
- Video analytics (enter/exit, appear/disappear, virtual line)

**Recording solutions**
- Plug & play network disk recorder with built in POE switch
- 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 channel NVR
- Wisenet WAVE mobile Android/Apple devices remote monitoring
- Wide range of alarm sources
- 3 year warranty
- H.265/H.264 and MJPEG support

**Management and control systems**
- Smart System Manager Software (SSM)
- SmartViewer DVR management software
- Virtual matrix
- Controllers
- Encoders and decoders

For more information on Jenne’s physical security solutions, contact security@jenne.com.